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a.  Background: 
 
The Youth Art Exhibit was a staple of the Piedmont Park Arts Festival in the 
seventies and eighties.  Recently renamed the AHSAE (Atlanta High School Art 
Exhibition), this exhibition, hosted by the Atlanta Dogwood Festival for nearly a 
decade, affords accessibility and visibility for the high school art to as many as 
300,000 visitors each season.  Since 2009 the AHSAE has been staged in the 
Piedmont Park Conservancy Community Center, an indoor space that surrounds the 
work with a formal atmosphere in contrast to the casual outdoor festival 
venue.  Since 1972 the program has reached well over 26,000 students and 450 
teachers in fourteen regional Atlanta counties.  
 
The awards program for student winners began under Cheryl Myrbo’s direction in 
1999.   In 2013 over $40,000 worth of opportunities were sponsored by The Art 
Institute of Atlanta, SCAD Atlanta and Savannah, Watkins College of Art & Design, 
Film (Nashville, TN), the Jay Shapiro Arts Legacy Foundation, American 
InterContinental University, Red Wall Studio and Clayworks, the High Museum, 
Roswell Visual Arts Center, the Center for Puppetry Arts, Oglethorpe University 
Museum of Art, ART Station, and the Spruill Center for the Arts.  All chose to 
participate in the high school exhibition by donating tuition scholarships, spaces in 
classes, workshop opportunities, memberships and internships.  New 2013 
sponsors include the Atlanta-based business Buckets of Color and Chastain Arts 
Center.   The value to the students is more than receiving a plaque or certificate, but 
an actual educational experience and training.  Art supply stores donating supplies 
for the classes were Binders, Sam Flax and Dick Blick; TOCO Hills Picture Framing 
has framed the Best of Show since 2000 and Speedpro Imaging currently donates all 
the festival signage.  The AHSAE logo contest in 2011 reaped dozens of entries from 
high school artists around the region, resulting in the current logo created by Abigail 
Kim, a 2011 high school junior from Gwinnett County.  The AHSAE continues to 
encourage experimentation and innovation. 
 



b.  Purpose/Objective: 
 
The purpose of the Atlanta High School Art Exhibit (AHSAE) is to recognize, support 
and encourage the fine quality of art created by the Atlanta region’s high school 
students.  Drawing entries from high school art students from fourteen regional 
Atlanta counties, (submissions accepted from anywhere in Georgia) this competitive 
juried event takes place in the annual Atlanta Dogwood Festival in Piedmont Park.  
AHSAE showcases the best, most creative high school work being done today.  
 
OBJECTIVE:  AHSAE encourages young artists to reinvent, take risks, and reach 
outside the box with their art.  AHSAE is an exhibition of artworks representing 
creativity and ingenuity within a broad cross-section of high school programs and 
facilities throughout the Atlanta region including both public and private 
institutions.  Instructors are encouraged to submit unique, non-traditional as well as 
traditional work by their students (students may submit on their own if the school 
does not have an art program, the instructor chooses not to do so or if they are 
home-schooled).  Artists are encouraged to keep in mind the high traffic volume of 
the Atlanta Dogwood Festival and the quality of the AHSAE awards.  Artworks are 
judged as work produced by high school students and not as professional art in 
general.  There is no theme.  Work is judged on the criteria of originality, creativity 
and good craftsmanship.  Judges (each year a professional photographer, sculptor 
and painter) write a statement regarding the chosen show. 
 
c.  Target Audience / Attendance/ Number of Participants: 
 
♣ 110 schools and 275 instructors invited to participate 
♣ 106 artists and 90 teachers accepted into this year's exhibit  
♣ 20 promoting sponsors  
♣ Public attendance approximately 75,000 over three day festival; additional 
 crowds at pre-festival mini events. 
 
d.  Description of Educational Program Curriculum: 
 
In addition to the artists’ display in the festival, nearly 20 artists are singled out for 
exemplary work.  These artists are given visibility throughout Atlanta in the month 
prior to the Atlanta Dogwood Festival on area campuses including SCAD (Savannah 
College of Art and Design), AiA (Art Institute of Atlanta), AIU (Atlanta 
InterContinental University) and OUMA (Oglethorpe University Museum of 
Art).  Awards consist of internships, professional critiques, workshops and classes 
on respective campuses, supplementing the artists’ educational and technical 
skills.  Most often these options function at a level above the high school curriculum 
level. 
 
 
 
 



e.  Who Provided and in what Setting: 
 
Each participating sponsor (i.e., SCAD, AiA, AIU, OUMA) made space available on 
their campus for the artists’ work.  Professors and administrators of these 
institutions were on hand to talk to artists at the exhibit openings and throughout 
the AHSAE experience.  Classes and week-long art seminars were donated to the 
two/three top winners.  Two sponsors of these seminars provided a week of on-
campus room, board, and a full time class schedule to winners. 
 
Art supply stores donated $900 in supply funds to artists to purchase supplies for 
their awarded workshops, classes, etc. 
 
On the 2013 festival site on Sunday five high schools sent teams to participate in the 
Art Throwdown, a competition among Atlanta area high schools.  The event started 
in Grady High School in the morning – across the street from the festival site – with 
an outdoor scrimmage held at the AHSAE in the afternoon.  School teams competed 
in a live model sketching challenge (several poses, short to long duration), a live 
performance challenge (artists are given a one phrase theme in the morning, time to 
write the piece by the afternoon performance), and an hour collaborative collage 
challenge (substrates and theme provided) during the afternoon when thousands 
are roaming through the Atlanta Dogwood Festival.  Accumulated points from Grady 
and the AHSAE determined who the individual as well as school winners 
were.  Work from all events (including collaborative sculpture and collaborative 
ceramics at Grady) were judged and winners were awarded in an outdoor festival 
award event. In this competitive environment artists find themselves pushed to 
perform and, consequently, improve their techniques.   
 
Another aspect of the Throwdown is the involvement of Community Coaches for 
each competing school.  The coaches -- professional artists -- work with the students 
in the weeks before the scrimmage to help prepare students for the 
competition.  Sports and competition terminology help to bring a crowd, raising the 
Throwdown to a level of other sports; using these terms seems to gain respect from 
a new audience, prompting cheering and applause.  In addition to the 5 participating 
schools, several more schools requested to be part of the event this year, but were 
not yet prepared to put in the pre-event time and practice.  We are meeting this 
summer to determine how to narrow down competitors throughout the year to end 
up with the best of the best in the 3rd Annual AHSAE Throwdown. 
 
f. Involvement by local ed ins/professional education 
 
OUMA, Oglethorpe University Museum of Art, opened a brand new exhibit room for 
the award winning work, reconstructed from the old museum store.  The museum 
Curator, Ms. Elizabeth Peterson, was on hand during the Sunday afternoon exhibit 
closing to professionally critique each artist’s work with the artist, parents, family, 
and instructor.  Each of the artists appreciated the expertise of someone as highly 



educated and experienced as Ms. Peterson, a disembodied voice to enhance their 
instructor/student art experience.  
 
g.  Take-away for attendees/participants 
 
107 high school artists from around the Atlanta region exhibited in the indoor 
exhibition space in the Atlanta Dogwood Festival.  17 award winners received event 
tickets, museum and art center memberships, one-on-one workshop opportunities 
with various arts instructors and business owners, and funding for art supplies from 
three supply stores (Blick, Binders, Flax) amounting to over $900.  In addition, the 
Jay Shapiro Arts Legacy Foundation provided another $500 for personal spending to 
one winner of the People’s Choice award.  This winner was chosen by the public 
over the course of the festival weekend and announced during the Art Throwdown 
event Sunday afternoon.  
 
Grady High School instructor and Throwdown mastermind John Brandhorst writes, 
“The Throwdown gave the participating high schools the chance to actually perform 
the skills they are showcasing in the (AHSAE) exhibit.  Just like all the other artists 
exhibiting in the professional tents, this puts faces with products, and a connection 
between the formative creative experiences that base all the professionals in the 
field.  Throwdown in (the) Dogwood will create a collaborative and unique platform 
to better showcase and support the brightest artistic talents in the region.  It creates 
a level playing field like those that exist in all other fields and unifies the goals and 
efforts of the art education departments across the state.  It creates a direct 
connection between the high schools and the college/professional environment.” 
 
Attendees, many returning year after year, experience a much broader array of art 
than the established festival market -- created by young emerging artists.  High 
school artists are fearless, creating from the heart instead of creating what sells.  The 
art is unique, finely tuned, (The work would not be chosen otherwise.  AHSAE 
judged narrow down over 600 submissions to around 100.) and may be the best the 
artist has ever done before.   
 
Being chosen gives young artists the confidence to focus on art as a 
career.  Stephanie Routier, Roswell HS art instructor writes, “thank you for taking 
the time print and hang Esperanza’s artist statement.  I think she is going to sell a 
print to someone who saw her work there, and now she’s interested in pursuing 
photography as a career!  Really, the experience seems like somewhat of a game-
changer for her; and she’s had a tough year, so it means a lot.” 
 
h.  Duration (start to finish), years as part of ADF 
 
The AHSAE begins with a Save the Date reminder in late December.  The AHSAE Call 
for Art is out by January 1 and due by the third week of February; mini-exhibits 
(award winners and additional hand chosen pieces) display throughout March, and 
the main exhibition is held inside the Community Center at the Atlanta Dogwood 



Festival.  The award winners (17 this year, plus the People’s Choice piece) exhibit 
one additional week after the festival in the OUMA.  The AHSAE has been a part of 
the ADF since 2003. 
 
i. Tie-in to Festival 
Supporting students and arts programming is an important mission of the Atlanta 
Dogwood Festival. Many arts educators consider the AHSAE to be the most 
prestigious competition for high school artists in the area, due to the educational 
opportunities offered by awarding institutions as well as the exposure of the Atlanta 
Dogwood Festival. 
 
j.  Overall Revenue and Expense Budget: 
 
Management Fee   $7,500.00 
Site Rental Fee   $2,500.00   
Supplies     $1,000.00 
Jury Fees    $   450.00 
Total Expenses          $11,450.00 
 
The AHSAE expenses are covered by ADF operations with support by a grant from 
the Georgia Council for the Arts and sponsorship income. 
 
k.  Description of sponsor/charity/volunteer/school/other group involvement 
with program and benefits to each (if applicable) 
 
High School volunteers from participating schools work 4 hour shifts throughout 
the festival weekend.  Some young volunteers have returned several years in a row, 
and a few continue to visit after graduation, after moving away from Atlanta.  The 
volunteers earn Community Service graduation requirements for their school 
curriculums, however many do not want them.  Pre-festival needs often require a 
volunteer, too, and I can call on several helpful teachers for this recruitment. 
 
Sponsors enjoy displaying the winning pieces as well as having winners and their 
families visit their prospective campuses, often recruiting artists in their programs 
after graduation from high school.  Following the CBS television spot at AiA, Director 
of Summer Programs and Recruitment Bill Murray writes, “Thanks everyone for a 
successful day yesterday.  I can’t repeat this enough of how impressed I was by the 
young artists…not only for their incredible artwork , but for their poise and 
professionalism on camera.  Their passion for their art was quite clear.   It was 
inspiring to hear them talk of their work.” 
 
SCAD Enrollment Coordinator Maurice Smith writes, “Thank for all your tireless 
work in creating an event such as this, to allow a public forum for support of these 
young artists (it’s vital). “ 
 



Several of the artists have gone on to attend SCAD and AiA.  Artists who win classes 
in local arts centers sign up again in the familiar environment to broaden their skills 
on their own.  Ongoing relationships form between young artists and local 
professionals in their fields.  (Photographer Lisa Tuttle and 2010 award winner; 
2012 Best of Show and High Museum staff; AIU workshop instructor and 2012 
winner) 
 
l. Overall Effectiveness: 
 
 The decade in the Atlanta Dogwood Festival has shown not only growth in the 
number of AHSAE submissions, but a visible increase in the quality of work 
submitted.  Many teachers send their best artists' work to the AHSAE, carefully 
selecting from dozens of annual art competitions.  A parents writes, “My daughter 
Madison Bass-Taylor and myself would like to thank you for the opportunity you 
have given to participate in the high school art show at the Dogwood Festival. My 
daughter goes to Woodward Academy and graduates this year. For her to be a part 
of the Dogwood show (AHSAE) her senior year is so wonderful and will certainly be 
a feather in her cap for college. We are aware of the work involved doing a show of 
this scale and want you to know your efforts are appreciated.” 
  
The 2013 Atlanta High School Art Exhibition reached 110 high schools from 14 
counties in and around the city of Atlanta.  AHSAE offers three days of visibility in a 
major national festival, the Atlanta Dogwood Festival, to all displaying 
artists.   Awards consist of upper level educational opportunities in arts centers, art 
studios, arts organizations, museums, universities, and colleges.  Pre-festival mini 
shows give student artists and their families direct access to several colleges and 
universities--the promoting sponsors--who host on-campus exhibitions and 
openings, award ceremonies (to award the winners scholarships, internships, and 
workshops) and campus tours.  Continued in 2013 was a 5 week exhibition in the 
Sandra S. Day Gallery, Art Institute of Atlanta, for 35 AHSAE pieces chosen by the 
judges from schools across the region. 
 
Measurable Results:  updates and changes, successful? 
 
♣ Oglethorpe Museum of Art displayed/hosted the student award winners for 
the first time in 2011, among three rooms of Henri Matisse; in 2012 AHSAE winners 
accompanied mandala work by the patients of Carl Jung and in 2013, housed in a 
new, separate room, had exhibits on both sides.   OUMA 
 
♣ In 2013 Oglethorpe Museum of Art constructed a new room from the 
museum store, and the AHSAE exhibit was the introductory show in the space.  A 
stand-alone event ended the week-long display when the current museum 
director/curator met with every artist to personally critique the work.  Families 
attended -- taking time to view the main galleries -- and a few filmed the 
conversations between emerging artist and professional. 
 

http://museum.oglethorpe.edu/


♣.       MOCA, the Museum of Contemporary Art, has expressed an interest in an 
AHSAE award opportunity for 2014.  Mentioned were possible group tours and 
tickets to special artist talks.  MOCA 
  
 ♣ Many AHSAE winners, especially Best of Show artists, use the line item on 
resumes for college, enabling them to aim higher and broader in their pursuits.  The 
2012 winner, for one, was awarded more funding as a result of his honor. 
 
♣ The best of show winner--2001--works as a full time free lance artist in New 
York City and claims his experience in the AHSAE led directly to his career choice. 
 
♣ The best of show winner--2006--received a $20,000 scholarship to the Rhode 
Island School of Design based partially on AHSAE winning piece.   
  
♣ Students are able sell their artwork directly to the public during the three 
day festival.  Sales have increased from year to year and have acquired a following 
from local art collectors.  (Artists give 15% back to the AHSAE to help defray costs 
as well as helping them to be comfortable with this standard practice.)  Several 
students have been asked to do commission work.  In 2013 a student was contacted 
through the AHSAE to do a restaurant mural.  The owner has been searching for the 
right artist for his business for several years, and looks forward to working with the 
talented high school student. 
 
 ♣ AHSAE has developed a citywide name recognition and destination for 
returning visitors each year.  Numerous visitors made a point to let use know the 
AHSAE did not disappoint them this year and is always the space they do not miss 
when they visit the festival. 
 
♣ Atlanta values stories about emerging artists, and the AHSAE gives the public 
what they want. Every year AHSAE artists are interviewed for local television 
coverage and print media. In 2013 the pre-festival media attention was extensive, 
with an hour-long in studio Throwdown among three schools on CBS Better 
Mornings in March.  Three two-person teams created work, drawing and creating a 
collage from a still life in the space.  Live bits were filmed during the pre-dawn hour, 
with the cameraman moving through the work.  Competing artists and John 
Brandhorst (Grady HS instructor, responsible for the Throwdown concept) were 
interviewed on camera at the end of the bit.  Another specifically AHSAE bit was 
recorded inside the Sandra S. Day Gallery (AiA campus) a month before the 
festival.  5 award winners talked about their work to the CBS producer.  This edited 
piece played April 12, the Friday before the festival. 
 
♣.         After the CBS Better Mornings event AHSAE posted photos of the three teams 
with their teachers and the work on the facebook page for a vote.  This generated a 
flurry of interest and accumulated hundreds of votes.  The winning team was 
awarded at the festival along with the Throwdown winners in the park. 
 

http://www.mocaga.org/


♣ SCAD Atlanta donated a week long Summer Studio to a winner in 2013, a 
highly competitive summer event for high school students from all over the United 
States. 
 
♣ The Art Institute of Atlanta donated two week-long Summer Seminars, also 
highly competitive summer events for high school students from all over the United 
States, and an additional $1500 tuition scholarship. 
 
♣ Watkins in Nashville continues to donate $26,000 in tuition scholarships 
each year. 
 
Supporting Questions: 
What did you do to update/change this program from the year before? Where 
the updates/changes successful? 
 
Two submission drop off locations for 2013 made it easier for instructors and artists 
to submit original work.  The new location received far more deliveries than the 
original location, indicating the distance of the festival office for many participating 
high schools.   Innovative teachers from a few counties collect several schools’ 
submissions making delivery easier; instructors share the load, i.e., one drops off 
and the other picks up.   
 
The "People's Choice Award" this year was a highlight for the fourth year, rewarding 
a $500 cash donation from the Jay Shapiro Art Legacy Foundation to “further the 
artist’s career.”  The vote in the festival exhibition site engaged visitors and 
encouraged entire families to look more closely at the work. This little competition 
kept visitors in the exhibition longer, and gave every work a chance to be noticed 
and honored, not just the award winners.  A non-award winner won this year in a 
squeeker. 
 
The Throwdown drew new crowds interested in seeing the activity outside the 
venue and ultimately drew them inside to check out the exhibition.  In 2013 the 
Throwdown gained momentum with additional scrimages prior to the festival (CBS) 
and a new collaborative collage event.  A new school, Atlantic Girls' School, brought 
a full team of six and back-ups and did well in all the events, promising to return in 
2014.  The group of AGS artists practiced (live model figure studies) in an off-
campus studio throughout the semester before the festival. 
 
The website continued posting new information throughout the spring, and the 
group Facebook page continued to post daily updates and photos about mini shows, 
award announcements, etc.  After the festival parents, artists, artists’ friends, and 
teachers visited the page, too, to tag the art and link back to their schools and 
students. We will continue to add on to the page to maintain a flow from year to 
year. 
 



The Community Center at Piedmont Park, an indoor venue, was used again in 2013. 
This creates an upscale atmosphere and is a great fit to display Atlanta's best high 
school artwork.  The location is becoming a known destination for festival 
attendees; several take the time to let me know every year that the AHSAE is their 
favorite part of the whole festival -- after visiting the Artist Market they compare the 
high school work and are impressed with how eclectic the work is. The lawn in front 
is grand and inviting, with ample room for a live model on the grass surrounded by 
three dozen sketching artists at a time and a festival crowd.  A large patio is also 
available for the award presentation; using a bull horn worked fine for everyone to 
hear. 
 
Working out more precise directions, parking and MARTA instructions – a 
continuing upgrade -- makes the visit to the AHSAE much easier and fun for the 
whole family. 
 
The Art Institute of Atlanta displayed 38 pieces in their main space, the Sandra S. 
Day Gallery, for 5 weeks again this year, during the month of March. Several visitors 
let the AIA staff know this year’s AHSAE exhibit was the best show of the entire 
year; one instructor told us it was the best show ever.  We were asked to make a 
larger sign next year, since the campus tour guide was overheard telling a group, 
“This gallery is all work from our AiA students.” 
 
An popular annual award from the Center for Puppetry Arts is a school-wide 
assembly program or a classroom workshop.  This year’s Best Art Department at 
East Coweta HS will be visited by Mr. Domky’s presentation and workshop in early 
August. 
 
The AHSAE in the 2013 Atlanta Dogwood Festival was better then it has ever 
been.  Promotion by the ADF staff prior to the festival was exemplary, not only 
offering even more visibility for the work, but sending a message to the community 
that the AHSAE is worth a visit.  The educational opportunity awards continue to get 
more valuable, and these local, week long live-on-campus adventures are more 
accessible to the sophomore and junior winners.  The Jay Shapiro Arts Legacy 
Foundation award added a new twist to over $40,000 worth of sponsor donations, 
offering $500 cash for the winner:  cash that can be spent in any way the artist sees 
fit.  With the addition of the Art Throwdown the AHSAE project epitomizes what an 
educational outreach and community relations event can be.  
 
 
Website:  AHSAE information 
 
Facebook:  AHSAE Facebook 
 
 
 
 

http://www.ahsae.info/
https://www.facebook.com/AtlantaHighSchoolArtExhibition


 


